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This Senior Project discusses the design, construction and evaluation of an automotive lift. This 
lift will be hydraulically powered with a 6000 lb lifting capacity. The lift constructed in this 
project will be installed within a current 4 post drive on vehicle lift and allows the user to lift one 



















The university makes it clear that the information forwarded herewith is a project resulting from 
a class assignment and has been graded and accepted only as a fulfillment of a course 
requirement. Acceptance by the university does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any 
use of the information in this report is made by the user(s) at his/her own risk, which may 
include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. 
Therefore, the recipient and/or user of the information contained in this report agrees to 
indemnify, defend and save harmless the state, it officers, agents and employees from any and all 
claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, firm, or corporation who may be injured or 
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Many tools in the automotive industry are designed to help technicians access difficult to reach 
places and improve ergonomic comfort. When a technician is working on a vehicle at floor level 
they must lean over the vehicle, kneel next to the vehicle or lie under the vehicle to complete the 
job. These positions can be awkward and strain the technician’s muscles or joints. 
  
A solution to this problem is lifting the vehicle to a comfortable working height allowing the 
technician to work in the fully upright position. There are two styles of lifts that can accomplish 
this; the first style lifts the vehicle by the frame allowing the suspension to fully droop and the 
tires to be removed. The second style is a drive on lift where the vehicles weight is supported by 
its tires while the vehicle is on the lift. Removing the tires on this second style of lift requires the 
addition of a bridge jack that spans the area between the lifting ramps. 
 
Cal Poly Transportation Services uses a drive-on lift that works well for routine services and 
inspections that do not require removal of the tires. Currently to remove the tires while the 
vehicle is on this lift the technician must insert a steel plate and use a bottle jack to lift the 
vehicle up to a height where a jack-stand can be placed underneath.  
 
Commercially available bridge jacks are too wide for the narrow wheelbase electric vehicles on 
campus meaning the technician would have to remove the bridge jack to drive the electric 
vehicle onto the lift.  
 
The objective of this project was the design and construction of a custom bridge jack for Cal 
Poly Transportation Services that accommodates vehicles ranging from narrow wheelbase 
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Industry Standards on Design Parameters 
  
The Automotive Lift Institute along with American National Standards Institute recommends the 
following design parameters when designing or selecting components for automotive lifts. These 
design parameters provide guidelines on how much component design strength must exceed the 
strength required for that component when the jack is at maximum capacity. 
 
For example when selecting flexible hose for the hydraulic system you would select a flexible 
hose with a working pressure rating  four times the pressure required to raise the maximum 
weight the jack is rated for. 
 
Table 1. Design parameters of automotive lift components (Automotive Lift Institute 2006) 
Component  Design Parameters 
Pumps  150% working pressure rating 
Rigid Piping 300% working pressure rating 
Hydraulic Hose 400% working pressure rating 
Valves and Fittings 300% working pressure rating 
Cylinders 300% working pressure rating 
Bearings Strength factor* of 3 
Fasteners Strength factor* of 4 
Ductile Metal Strength factor* ≥   3 
Non-ductile Metal Strength factor* ≥   5 


















PROCEDURES AND METHODS 
 
Design Procedure 
Design constraints placed on this project came about from discussions with the project sponsor 
and project supervisor. Standards set by the American National Standard for Automotive lifts 
concerning strength factors were adhered to when designing for the rated load capacity. 
The bridge jack shown in figure 2 operates as a scissor lift with the hydraulic cylinder located 
horizontally between the lower pins. The adjustable frame and upper sliders accommodate 
different wheelbase vehicles ranging from electric vehicles to full size pickups. The roller 
assembly on the end of the frame extensions shown allows the technician to move the bridge jack 
to lift either the front or the rear axle of the vehicle.  
 
1. Upper Center Support 4. Frame Extensions 
2. Upper Sliders 5. Scissor Lift Arms 
3. Center Frame Section 6. Roller Assembly 
  
Due to the geometry of the scissor lift the hydraulic cylinder must exert the most force to 
counteract the vehicle weight when the bridge jack is in its lowest position. When fully collapsed 
the hydraulic cylinder must exert a theoretical force of 8700 lbs to raise a 6000 load. As the 
scissor lift arms extend the hydraulic cylinder has greater leverage against the vertical force 
applied by the vehicle being lifted. To lift the same 6000 lb load when the jack is fully extended 
requires a theoretical force of 3500 lbs (see Appendix B for further information). 
Design began by working with a SolidWorks model to pinpoint weak spots in the design. 
Components of the bridge jack requiring special attention were the top sliders and the pins the 
hydraulic cylinder acts on. Design methodology of the main components of the bridge jack is 
explained below.  
Upper Center Support. The Upper Center Support section was decided upon based on the need to 
have other tubes inserted into the Upper Center Support. This tubing size was driven through 
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Figure 9: Tapping 5/16-18 threads into 
center frame section 
Construction Procedure 
 
Rectangular Tubing. All rectangular tubing used in the construction of the bridge jack was cut 
with the Marvel 8 band saw in shop 6. After cutting the tubing sections to final dimensions holes 
were located and center drilled using one of the knee and column mills located in shop 7. Due to 
the large pin diameter these holes were finished using the large drill press in shop 7. 
The 5/16” holes that allow the adapter plates to be bolted on were drilled using one of the smaller 
drill presses in shop 7.  
Scissor Lift Arms. The scissor lift arms were burned out on the CNC plasma and de-burred after 
cutting. The plates were welded together before drilling to ensure all holes are in the same 
location. Initial holes were cut out on the plasma and then drilled to 1” hole diameter using the 
large drill press located in shop 7. After drilling the pins were a tight fit in the holes and required 
reinstallation in the drill press in order to bore out the holes using a 1” reamer.  
Roller Assembly. Material for the roller assembly was cut using the Marvel 8 bandsaw. The 
material was then de-burred and welded using the Airco MIG welder in shop 7.  
Adapter Plates Welded to Smaller Tubing. These plates were drafted in AutoCad and burned out 
using the CNC plasma located in shop 6. After being cut out on the plasma theses plates were 
sanded to a smooth finish and welded to the ends of the upper sliders and frame extensions. 
Adapter Plates Bolted to Larger Tubing. These 
plates were also cut on the CNC Plasma. The steel 
extensions that the bolts thread into were cut out on 
the Marvel 8 Band saw, de-burred and welded to 
the sections that were cut out on the plasma. These 
plates were inserted into the ends of the larger 
tubing sections and clamped in place to transfer 
punch the bolt holes from tubing to the steel 
extensions on the adapter plate. After drilling the 
holes to the correct size the holes were tapped to 
allow the 5/16 button head allen bolts to thread into 
them. 
 
Enclosures on Upper Center Support. The material 
for the sleeve bearing enclosure was cut using the 
band saw and welded using a MIG welder. After 
tacking the sleeve bearing enclosure on the Upper 
Center Support gussets were fabricated from ¼” 
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To mimic lifting the chassis of a vehicle the jack applied the vertical force developed through the 
upper slider extensions as shown in figure 13. During the proof load test no visual deformation 
of any components occurred when 8550 lbs (142% of capacity) of vertical force was applied.  
Operation Test. Operate the lift through its full cycle 5 times while loaded to the maximum rated 
load capacity. During this test the function of the load holding devices and the operating control 
system should be observed. During one of the tests the operator should release the control 
mechanism when the lift is nearly collapsed to see make sure the load does not free fall. On 
hydraulically operated lifts the oil level should be checked while the lift is fully extended and 
pressure gauges should be placed in line to record operating pressures. 
Lowering Speed Test. The lowering speed should be recorded from full extension to the nearly 
collapsed dimension. A successful test is determined by the ability to maintain the lowering 
speed below 20 ft/min  
Load Holding Device Test. While the lift is loaded at 150% of rated capacity the load shall be 
supported by the load holding device in the position that induces the most stress on the load 
holding device. During the test the load holding device should experience no visual deformation 
and exhibit no impaired function after the test. 
The operation test and lowering speed test are not applicable to the scope of this senior project 
and will be performed when the permanent hydraulic system is installed. The load holding 
device test was not performed since the jack has no load holding device in current form meaning 
technicians will use this bridge jack as a lifting apparatus only and provide mechanical support 
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Table 2: Baldwin Test Results when nearly collapsed 
1” into travel  






Table 3: Baldwin Test results when in middle of travel 
6.5” into travel  






Table 4: Baldwin Test results when fully raised 
10” into travel  




















Construction phase took longer than anticipated. This was due in part to incorrectly estimating 
required shop time and to changes made to the design during the construction phase. Examples 
are the need for brackets between the center frame sections that keep the two pieces locked in 
position relative to each other and boxing in the ends of the upper sliders to support the section 
when vertical loads are applied. 
The original design called for strips of steel to be inserted into the outer frame tubing. These 
strips of steel would reduce the inside dimension of the outer tubing to provide a snug fit for the 
smaller tubing that slides in and out of the center frame section. Through further observation of 
current lifting devices the new design of welding an adapter plate to the end of the sliding tubing 
and have a removable adapter that bolts to the larger fixed portion of the tubing was 
implemented. This design allows full disassembly of the bridge jack for inspection and 
replacement of wear items. 
Disassembly of the bridge jack is simple, fast and requires only two hand tools. One 3/16 allen 
wrench and a sturdy pair of external snap ring pliers can take the bridge jack from fully 










There is potential for roller bearing and sleeve damage if the jack is operated while against the 
positive stops. The roller bearings are rated at 2970 lbs max radial load each the hydraulic 
cylinder can apply up to 10,600 lbs of force, much greater than the dynamic load capacity of the 
roller bearings. 
Incorporating a mechanical stop would be beneficial to the customer and would eliminate the 
requirement to use jack stands after lifting the vehicle. In the case of having a mechanical stop 
the technician could apply the stop and lower the bridge jack until the positive stop is fully 
supporting the load relieving pressure on the hydraulic system. A positive stop could be in the 
form of a steel block placed against one end of the hydraulic cylinder or through the use a 
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How Project Meets Requirements for the BRAE Major 
 
Major Design Experience - The project must incorporate a major design experience.  Design is 
the process of devising a system, component, or process to meet specific needs.  The design 
process typically includes the following fundamental elements.  Explain how this project will  
address these issues.  (Insert N/A for any item not applicable to this project.) 
 
Establishment of 
objectives and criteria 
 
To meet the lift requirements of the transportation shop. Please see 
“parameters and constraints” section below for specific objectives 
and criteria for the project. 
 
Synthesis and analysis 
 
The project will require structural analysis of the steel frame and 





The bridge jack will be designed, constructed, tested, modified (if 






This project will utilize AISC standards and ISO standards for 
hydraulic circuits. 
 
Capstone Design Experience - The engineering design project must be based on the knowledge 





129 Lab Skills/Safety, BRAE 152 3D solids modeling, 421/422 
Equipment Engineering, Engineering Statics, BRAE 234 Intro to 
Mechanical Systems in Ag, Strengths of Materials, Technical Writing 
 
Design Parameters and Constraints - The project should address a significant number of the 




The bridge jack will be designed to have a minimum width of 42 
inches and a max width of 61 inches. Fully collapsed the desired 




The bridge jack will save labor time for shop customers.  
  
 
Health and Safety 
 
Warning: This is a lifting device should never be used as a load 














The bridge jack will be adjustable from the max desired width to the 

































Allowable stress as defined by the Automotive Lift Institute 
1018 CD Steel: Sut/3= 63.8 KSI/3= 21.3 KSI 
Welded Seam Tubing (A36 Mild Steel): Sut/3= 58 KSI/3= 19.3 KSI 






























3000  10.6 9.9 3215.4 
3000  10.70 9.7 3301.7 
3000  10.81 9.6 3391.0 
3000  10.91 9.4 3483.4 
3000  11.01 9.2 3579.2 
3000  11.12 9.1 3678.4 
3000  11.22 8.9 3781.3 
3000  11.32 8.7 3888.2 
3000  11.42 8.6 3999.1 
3000  11.53 8.4 4114.3 
3000  11.63 8.2 4234.2 
3000  11.73 8.1 4359.0 
3000  11.84 7.9 4489.0 
3000  11.94 7.7 4624.5 
3000  12.04 7.6 4766.0 
3000  12.15 7.4 4913.7 
3000  12.25 7.3 5068.1 
3000  12.35 7.1 5229.8 
3000  12.45 6.9 5399.1 
3000  12.56 6.8 5576.8 
3000  12.66 6.6 5763.3 
3000  12.76 6.4 5959.4 
3000  12.87 6.3 6165.8 
3000  12.97 6.1 6383.4 
3000  13.07 5.9 6613.2 
3000  13.17 5.8 6854.5 
3000  13.28 5.6 7111.6 
3000  13.38 5.4 7382.7 
3000  13.48 5.3 7670.8 
3000  13.58 5.1 7977.5 











ܯ ൌ 3000݈ܾݏ ∗ 9.5݅݊= 28500 in-lbs 
ܥ ൌ 1݅݊ 
ܫ ൌ 1.48	݅݊ସ	ሺܵݐ݈݁݁	ܯܽ݊ݑ݈ܽሻ 
ߪ ൌ ெ௖ூ ൌ
ଶ଼ହ଴଴	௜௡ି௟௕௦∗ଵ	௜௡









Bending Stress on Bearing Support 
 
Assuming 5” of material is supporting in bending the theoretical stresses are as follows: 
ܯ ൌ 1500݈ܾݏ ∗ .5݅݊= 750 in-lbs 







ߪ ൌ ெ௖ூ ൌ
଻ହ଴	௜௡ି௟௕௦∗.ଵଶହ	௜௡












ܯ ൌ 1500݈ܾݏ ∗ 1.35݅݊= 2025 in-lbs 
ܥ ൌ .7083	݅݊ 
ܫ ൌ .0840	݅݊ସ	via AutoCAD section drawing 
ߪ ൌ ெ௖ூ ൌ
ଶ଴ଶହ	௜௡ି௟௕௦∗.଻଴଼ଷ	௜௡



















Force on the Pins(lbs) Diameter (in) Shear stress Safety Factor shear
3000 0.5 15287 1.39
3000 0.625 9783 2.18
3000 0.75 6794 3.14
3000 0.875 4992 4.27
3000 1 3822 5.57
3000 1.125 3020 7.05
3000 1.25 2446 8.71
Max Pressure(PSI) Cylinder Bore(in) rod diameter Rod Area (sq in) Usable Area of piston (sq in) developed Force (lbs)
2000 1.5 1 0.785 0.98125 1963
2000 2 1.25 1.2265625 1.9134375 3827
2000 2.5 1.5 1.76625 3.14 6280
2000 3 1.5 1.76625 5.29875 10598
2000 3.5 1.75 2.4040625 7.2121875 14424
2000 4 2 3.14 9.42 18840
Max Cylinder Force [lbs] Moment [in‐lbs] C[in] I [in^4] Bending Stress [PSI] shear on pin Shear Stress [PSI]) safety factor bending




force (lbs) Pin Diameter (in) Area (sq in) Shear stress (PSI) Safety Factor
6700 1 0.785 8535 2.5
6700 1.25 1.2265625 5462 4.0
6700 1.5 1.76625 3793 5.7
6700 1.5 1.76625 3793 5.7
6700 1.75 2.4040625 2787 7.8
6700 2 3.14 2134 10.1
Force(lbs) M (in‐Lbs) C(in) I (in^4) Bending Stress(lbs/sq in) Safety Factor
3000 27000 1 1.6823 16050 1.3271
Bending Moment on Lower frame Extensions
Force (lbs) m(in‐lbs) C(in) I(in^4) Bending Stress(lbs/Sq in) Safety Factor
1500 15000 2 5.3073 5653 3.77
Force (lbs) Moment(in‐lbs) c(in) I (in^4) Bending Stress(lbs/sq in) Safety Factor
1500 750 0.125 0.013020833 7200 2.96
Bending Moment on Roller Assembly
Force (lbs) Moment (in‐lbs) C(in) I(in^4) Bending Stress(lbs/sq in) Safety Factor

































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX C: DEFINITIONS 
 
Strength Factor: is defined as the ratio of the ultimate strength of the material to the design stress at   
rated load capacity (ALI 2006) 
Ductile Metal: describes metal capable of sustaining not less than 5% elongation before fracture (ALI 
2006) 
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Figure 24: Part Dr
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